NYSE Bell Ringing
Everyone in Shell Pipeline Company and our support organizations has
contributed to building a successful business that led to the biggest MLP Initial
Public Offering at its inception. To recognize those contributions in a small way,
the leadership team hosted a drawing for the chance to be a part of the ringing
of the bell at the New York Stock Exchange. The three winners were announced
at the Houston Town Hall on December 2, 2014. Each winner and a guest will
travel to New York to witness the official ringing in of SHLX on January 16,
2015. The winners are:

Keith Leckelt, Meter Technician, Gibson, LA
Dionne Nealy, Finance, Houston, TX
James Buckheit, One Call Center Analyst, Houston, TX
Keith Leckelt, the grand prize winner, will stand on the NYSE bell ringing
stage as part of the Shell Midstream Partners team. Dionne Nealy and James
Buckheit will witness the moment from the NYSE floor along with several other
Shell colleagues.

Keith Leckelt

James Buckheit

Winter 2015
Peggy Montana
and Dionne Nealy

NYSE/Town Hall (continued)

Kevin Nichols, Greg Smith, Michele Joy
Michele Joy, Peggy Montana, Kevin
Nichols and Greg Smith

Wishing You a
Happy New Year!
Julie Pascoe, Virginia Sanchez, Marti Powers, Ron Stone

SPLC Santa Visits Gibson, LA
Head Start Program
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Shell employee
Chuck Bates as
Santa. Top: Ron
Pitre helping
Santa.

Quilting Stars

Sure, Pipelining can be hard, but have you ever tried
sewing in outer space? That’s what Astronaut Karen
Nyberg did while on the International Space Station.
By hand, she sewed a star-themed quilt block without
benefit of gravity or other earthly amenities. From space
she challenged earthlings to make star-themed 9” square
quilt blocks and send them in for a special project.

means they could travel as a display also. The thought
that our stars could be part of a Smithsonian exhibit is
just awesome to contemplate!“ Luzie was honored that
her quilt block was sewn into the quilt featuring Astronaut
Nyberg’s block.

Four Control Center & Operations Support staffers took
her up on the Astronomical Quilt Block Challenge, along
with 2,256 others from around the world. Together the
quilt blocks were sewn into 28 quilts and displayed at the
International Quilt Festival in Houston in November.

While One Call Center tickets and GIS maps are interesting
by day, Olivia Mireles, OCC Analyst, spends her free time
sewing projects for family and friends. She has donated
several items through Shell’s Military Network, MILNET,
to be enjoyed by those that have served our country.

Said Lynn Adams-Tavares, Control Center Staff Analyst
who spread the challenge to co-workers, “I have been
quilting for 20 years and this is the first time my work has
been displayed. I know it’s one block out of thousands,
but it was so exciting not only to see my own block but
also my friends’ blocks on display. I’m so proud we
participated. What a cool experience!”

“Quilting is a hobby that blends math and science with
art, resulting in a hand-made treasure that can be
cherished by generations”, believes Jill Derise, CC & OS
Manager, who was inspired to start quilting by other Shell
colleagues in New Orleans years ago.
As Nyberg, a Mechanical Engineering PhD, was quoted
in the 2013 NASA article The Softer Side of Space: A
Profile of Astronaut Karen Nyberg, “I love to create. I
would really like people to see you can have a job like
this, which is very technical, and still have hobbies that
are not”. The quilting Pipeliners couldn’t agree more.

“It is so exciting to be a part of this special quilt project!,”
beamed Luzie Benavides, Pipeline Controller. “Once this
show is over, they are planning to hang them at the Space
Center Houston in the fuselage area where visitors arrive.
The Space Center is affiliated with the Smithsonian which
Jill Derise’s Block

Lynn AdamsTavares’ Block

Olivia Mireles’ Block
Luzie Benavides’ Block
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Changing the Culture of Security Drills in SPLC

This year, the Operations Support and HSSE groups
teamed together to push the envelope on several security/
emergency response drills for several pipeline facilities.
In an effort to evaluate plan and training effectiveness,
several locations were selected for unannounced security
related exercises. In April, Bakersfield was selected for
the first ever “active shooter” exercise within Shell. With
support of local law enforcement, the “shooter” tested the
facility’s security plan and personnel on their response to
an event of this kind. Once the exercise was completed,
training with local law enforcement on handling active
shooter situations and bomb threats was conducted
with site personnel – including a demonstration of
Bakersfield’s Bomb Squad’s capabilities with handling
suspicious devices. Sugarland and Colex were selected
later in the year for a simulated “bomb threat.” It was not
the intention of the drill to simulate a phone call and walk
through the process – both of these exercises included
several “devices or suspicious mailing packages” that
were planted in the facility that needed discovery,
reporting, evacuation and notification. These exercises
were conducted to evaluate awareness of everyday items
and avoid complacency. In Sugarland, the Louisiana
State Police Explosives Section demonstrated their bomb
suit, K-9 search officer and their robot.
Each of these drills were designed to increase awareness
of security threats which we could face every day and
drove home the point that diligence is required of all of
us to safely maintain our work sites. More unannounced
drills are planned in 2015 for many of our locations – so
keep an eye out – and remember – If You See Something,
Say Something. As a reminder, security exercises must
be coordinated with HSSE and should not be conducted
without guidance and involvement from our security focal
point.
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Houston Food Bank Volunteer Day
On November 20, 2014, SPLC volunteered at the Houston Food Bank’s Keegan Kitchen Center. Volunteers prepared hot
meals for school-aged children. Each volunteer assisted in the prep work - slicing, cutting, stirring, etc. - and cooking large
quantities of food and packaging prepared meals for distribution to community sites. On a typical day, at least 5,000 children
will go to bed hungry. This program provides nutritious meals and snacks to help children concentrate in school and not on
hunger. In total, we prepared 2,700 ham sandwiches and 2,200 Thanksgiving hot turkey meals, which included turkey, gray,
dressing, green beans, cranberry sauce, sweet potatoes and rolls. All of this was delivered to after school children the same
afternoon.

SPLC volunteers were: Christopher
Hill, Veronica Rincon, Rebecca Wawak,
Sean Guillory, Catherine Webb, Valerie
Littlefair, Carolyn Richard, Yasmine
Wright, Janet McKay, Kendall Lemelle,
Thy Phamnguyen and Dana Dorron.

On October 13, we began the mobilization and installation of the Geismar
Meter Station bypass piping project. This project began over 18 months
ago to remove RP items, remove thermal reliefs to atmosphere and
remove excess piping and manifolds that were both costly to manage
and begging to demonstrate a higher need for corrosion monitoring on
unnecessary piping. The meter station at Geismar is the HUB for all
Ethylene coming from Texas and Shell Norco. The two systems merge
into a common manifold that required it to be isolated to execute the
project. To manage the customers thru puts and supplies, a new bypass
manifold piping was fabricated and installed to balance the sites delivery
systems while the old piping was isolated, removed and replaced.
Ethylene is a major feed stock for many of the Geismar Chemical
area plants. We serve many of the plants in the area such as Shell
Chemicals SHOP 1 & SHOP 2, Oxy, Williams, Total, etc. This project
was critical to both Shell and all of our customers. A big thank you
goes out to the following: Doug Schexnayder for the execution and
planning for the past two years. Mike Gallo and Bill Kalberer for their
engineering work. Garrison Construction’s team. Rat and all of the
technicians that worked on the electrical equipment that needed to be
relocated, programmed and point to point verified with the CC. Thank
you, Tim Mendoza and Joey Chamberlain for planning and moving all
of the measurement systems including a pre-move of one meter run to
begin the process. These are only a few of the team members that have
been assisting for the past year planning for this project. 5

Geismar Meter Station
Before

After

Out and About in SPLC

Land Group - Left to right: ½ of Stephen Van Stone, Kyle Webster,
Clarinda Maldonado, Korey Kloesel, Blair Hunt, Katrina Smith,
Michael Elmore and Sherrie Johnson.
Moises Martinez and Taylor Shie acting as floor fire wardens
for OSP 41 on the OSP fire drill conducted Dec. 9. Also
pictured, Brent Byrd the photo bomber!

Admin Meeting in New Orleans - Front Row: Aubrey Swanson, Debbie
Barbin, Terri Jouty, Penny King, Mary Tompkins Back Row: Crystal Guillot,
Charleane Hunter, Tina Brignac, Lydia Thomas, Erin Lopez, Jenny Szush

Gibson Marine Drill - L-R - Martin Legg (STUSCO Marine), Donnie Garrison,
Dale Dennis, Ron Pitre, Alan Hunsberger, Mike Rome and Tommy Nickell

New Orleans Engineering Holiday Party
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Phillip Barker presenting donation to Mount Prospect
Fire Department in Mount Prospect, IL

OSS Office HSSE Event - Holiday “Non-Alcoholic” Drink
& Decoration Contest in the New Orleans. Holiday drink
contest in New Orleans – the Pipeline Peppermint Prancers

Operations Support Meeting - December
Meeting 12/2 – 12/4

Bob Marshall, Alan Hunsberger,
Toni Atwell, Keith Smith.

Land Ladies - Tammy
Pimley & Staci Nelson:
At One Shell Square,
they have an annual
“Passionately Pink
Day,” and this year,
they had a baking
competition that
challenged participants
to incorporate a pink
ingredient. It was a
chance to show off
our artistic culinary
skills and learn more
about Breast Cancer
Prevention, Treatment,
and Research!

Happy Retirement to Marvin Hawley

On October 29th 2014, Jimmy Allen made 35 years with Shell. Jimmy celebrated his 35 year
service anniversary with a lunch at Sugarland with all his co-workers.

Teacher Conference Workshops - W. Ho Social Investment Projects for
Lafayette and Lake Charles - Terri Howell and Shelley Piehet participated in
two Energy Workshops for Educators – NEED (National Energy Education
Development). Pipeline safety presentations were made and they gave
handouts and door prizes to the teachers, such as pipeline safety brochures,
811 color code charts, pens, coffee mugs, etc. Shell participates in NEED
by 1) paying for each teacher’s substitute for their classroom so they could
participate in the workshop, 2) serving them breakfast and lunch while at
the workshop, 3) donating to NEED for the development of the program and
supplies to teach the program, and 4) purchasing one of the two energy
curriculums (The Science of Energy and Fossil Fuels to Products kits) for
each teacher at the workshop. Both workshops were successful and each
had 30+ educators.
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The kids at Point Aux Chene Elementary opening gifts. Toys
were donated to all 160 kids at the school. SPLC partners with
the Wells Team from Upstream to make this possible.

Rodney Boudreaux, ROW Technician in Houma, LA, helping
Santa hand out gifts at Point Aux Chene Elementary.

Getting to Know...Robert (Bob) Marshall
Robert (Bob) Marshall works in Operations
Support,
Emergency
Response/
Public
Awareness and has been with Shell for 32 years.
He currently offices out of the Bakersfield, CA
office. He and is wife, Alice, have been married
for 19 years. They have one son, Jacob, 16,
and an Australian Shepherd named Blue.
Where did you grow up? I have lived in several
places in California, a few places in Texas, and
in Kansas.
Hobbies: I play drums, guitar, a little keyboard,
and a few other instruments. I also work with an
area promoter in my off hours, being a roadie for
some of the best musicians in the world.
What is your favorite memory at Shell? Being
able to move through many classifications within
Shell, Equilon, Texaco, and Getty.
What is your dream job? Bringing great music
to the masses.
What is something that most people don’t
know about you? My goal each day is to make
at least one person smile.
What are your plans for the future? I live one
day at a time. I make the best I can for today
and take tomorrow when it arrives.

LA State Troop C
Grant A Wish Golf
Tournament
SPLC was a proud sponsor of the 2014
annual LA State Troop C Grant A Wish
Golf Tournament. Special thank you to Ted
Schexnayder and Mel Duplantis for cooking
and a big thank you to Rodney Boudreaux,
Ron Pitre and Matt Pregeant for helping
with all the logistics. Thank you to all who
participated and wore the pink shirts in
recognition of Breast Cancer Awareness
month.
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Top Left: Dennis Cazenave & Geoff Gauthier
Bottom Left: Lonnie Carter and Rodney Boudreaux
Bottom Right: Mel Duplantis and Ted Schexnayder

Kingsley House Toy Drive

Toy Wrappers

Toy Wrappers: Mollie Copeland, Jaime Burchfield (United
Way), Tina Brignac,Tandi Guffey & Tammy Pimley

Back Row: Jon Johnson, Tina Brignac, Mollie Copeland,
Amanda Reimsnyder, Veronica Barbarin, Staci Nelson
Front Row: Jessica Godfrey, Greg Smith, Shelley Piehet

Toy Wrappers: Amanda Reimsnyder, Staci Nelson,
Kelly Lambert, Shelley Piehet

Toy Wrappers:
Colette McClellon,
Crystal Guilliot,
Michele Joy

What has become an annual tradition, SPLC, other Shell organizations and
the Untied Way joined together to sponsor the Kingsley House Christmas
“Adopt-A-Child” Program. On December 18, 2014, volunteers delivered gifts
to the children. Over 1000 toys were donated by the Shell employees in
One Shell Square in New Orleans and approximately 250 children had a
wonderful holiday. Each child was given at least three gifts. Thank you to all
who participated, donated and volunteered your time to help make this toy
drive a success again this year. Kingsley House is a non-profit organization
committed to educating children, strengthening families and better community
in Southeast Louisiana. For more information on Kingsley House and their
programs for children and families, visit www.kingsleyhouse.org.
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Gibson Station Storage Tank Fire Drill

Monitors staged for tank extinguishment –
4k gpm flow on each monitor.

On Thursday, 2 October, the Gibson facility hosted one of the largest
storage tank emergency response drills in nearly 10 years in the state
of Louisiana. Industrial mutual aid/emergency response personnel
from LOOP, Valero, Motiva, Dow Chemical, Stolthaven, ExxonMobil,
and Chevron supported Shell Pipeline’s drill. Responders from local
fire departments (West Terrebonne and Coteau), as well as from
personnel from the Louisiana State Police and the US Coast Guard
participated in this large-scale exercise.
Overflight picture of large water flow at Gibson

Portable large flow monitors, from Stolthaven and LOOP,
responded and were quickly supplied with sufficient water
flow. Adequate water and foam supply for the equipment
was established by 9:15 a.m. The drill exercised
components of internal & external communications, media
interface, site operations & control center interface, site
emergency operations, site safety/accountability, unified
command and incident command.

The drill was conducted in conjunction with the Louisiana
Emergency Resource Supply Network, a.k.a. Hired Gun
Gang, which is an organization assembled to assist other
petrochemical locations with storage tank emergency
response.
The drill was designed to examine a number of performance
criteria: (1) a “cold” start – which would involve personnel
and equipment deploying from their home base location
to address a significant obstacle in real emergencies –
staging and logistics, (2) simultaneous crude oil storage
tanks afire, requiring simultaneous extinguishment, and
(3) coordination between site operations, control center,
CX/Media and responding agencies. The simulated fire
involved Tank 1 (LLS) and Tank 2 (Bonita Sour), and
successful extinguishment would require a minimum
of 12, 000 gpm of water to provide cooling, react and
extinguishing water volumes. The participating companies
provided the pumping capability, large diameter fire hose,
established a simulated foam supply, large flow portable
fire monitors, and personnel to address the “situation.”

Geoff Gauthier and Greg Smith receive training on large water flow
delivery for tank firefighting.

More than 100 personnel participated in this drill, and
above all, the drill went off safely and efficiently. Special
thanks to the Gibson team for pulling this event together.

The drill began at 5:00 a.m. with a call for mutual aid
response to the simulated tank fires. Internal notifications
were made to SPLC management, the Control Center,
and Shell CX (communications). External notifications
were made to local 911, Terrebonne OEP, Louisiana State
Police, and the National Response Center.
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The execution team (L-R) Conrad Sansoucie,
Greg Smith, Donnie Garrison, Alan
Hunsberger, Geoff Gauthier, Kelly Angelette,
Mike Rome and Cliff Grabert.

Joseph A.
Holmes
Awards
David Harder

Gary McNatt

David Schion
Ray Samarripas

David Swetalla

Bob Headlee

Clarence Manck

Ronald Claybon
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Michael Burton

Joseph A. Holmes Awards

George Lopez
David Towers

Everado (Evie) Pena

Bakersfield Group

Ugly Sweater Contest - New Orleans

Winners Ben Faulkner and Mike Gallo
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The Crowning

Andrew Rivera Praising Sweater Winner Mike Gallo

Getting to Know...Enyé Blocker
Enyé Blocker is an engineer for Onshore Projects and has been with Shell
full-time since 2009. He previously completed two Summer internships with
Shell in 2007 and 2008. Enyé hails from Birmingham, AL, where his parents
and three younger siblings still reside.
Where did you grow up? I was born and raised in Birmingham, Alabama.
Hobbies: Hunting, fishing, saltwater aquarium reefing, shopping and
socializing at lounges.
What is your favorite memory at Shell? I have had several memorable
moments within Shell but the most notable era would be supporting the
recently completed ST 301 pipeline reroute project. The project and the
associated responsibilities were new, challenging, and gratifying for various
reasons.
What is your dream job? I entered college pursuing a mechanical
engineering degree with aspirations of working in the robotics arena.
After a few controls related courses, I quickly lost interest in robotics;
simultaneously I gained a lot of interest in the offshore oil and gas industry
by way of mentors, recruiters, and internship exposure. With that being
said, I enjoy the offshore subsea arena and would like to someday be the
delivery manager of risers and flow lines or brownfield projects group within
the SURF organization.
What is something that most people don’t know about you? I served
four years in Army Reserve Officer Training Corps which funded my out-ofstate undergraduate studies.
What are your plans for the future? I plan to continue to pursue
opportunities within Shell, gain more in depth experiences and hopefully I’ll
be fortunate enough to retire from Shell someday.
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Retiree Luncheon - October 28, 2014
Sno’s Seafood & Steak House
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BLAST FROM THE PAST: 1990
Front Row (L to R):
Ray Comer, Jack Kelly, Johnny Langford, Tedd
Winter, Juan Mendoza, Bob Donnelly, Liz Mason, Jay
Hachen, Mort Parsons, Roger Ryman
Middle Row:
Dick Van Laere, Bill Ezzell, Kevin Wallace, Jim
Gallagher, Gene Sherwin, Morris Khonke, Carl Gast,
John Jefferson, Mike Coyne, Mike Hayes
Top Row:
Dick Williams, Bob McMahan, John Holden, Frank
Lee, Hung Tonthat, Tom Green, Jim Rosser, Jim
Deuel, Jack Swank, Max Cummings, Frank Hopf,
Gary Whittington, Bob Werner, Ben Brown, Roger
Underwood

SHELL PIPELINE CO.
P.L.O.M.T. & DIST. SUPTS.
THE WOODLANDS, OCT. 1990

Missing from photo: Don Jasperson, Janet Horn,
Lance Krucik, J Richardson, Al Havey, and
K McCarthy

Tykeliners

Stella Rose Viesca

Born on November 4, 2014
7 lbs., 2 oz.
Daughter of Ulises & Megan Viesca

Emerson Jase Moock

Born on November 7, 2014
8 lbs., 4 oz., 20 in. long
Grandson to Tory & Kelli Poche

Jett Joseph Farias

Atlee Wafer Hawley

Born on October 24, 2014
7 lbs., 15 oz., 21 in. long
Grandson of Joe & Mary Lou Farias

Liam Tate Grabert

Born on November 22, 2014
8 lbs., 1 oz., 19.8 in. long
Grandson of Clifford & Lisa Grabert

Born on November 26, 2014
7 lbs., 7 oz., 20.5 in. long
Grandson of Marvin & Raye Ann
Hawley

Paige Michelle Gates

Born on November 10, 2014
6.95 lbs., 19 ½ in. long
Granddaughter of Tom & Susan Gates
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Bryson Ricky Lunsford

Born on September 18, 2014
7 lbs., 14 oz., 20 in. long
Grandson of Tom & Susan Gates
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New Orleans, LA 70139
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Service
Anniversaries

20 Years

Anthony Rolland, Formatter, CC-SCADA Project and Support
Ronald Bellon, Terminal Operator, WR-PORTLAND/TUMWATER TERMINAL OPS

25 Years

Emil Armendariz, Senior Technical Analyst, CC-SCADA Project and Support
James Espinoza, Operations Supervisor, GOM Pasadena Oper-Colex/E Houston
Todd Oubre, Electrical Technician, GOM Tech-Craft South LA
Dennis Cazenave, Facilities Manager - Onshore LA, Onshore LA Operations
Randall Stevens, Pipeline Controller, CC-Southern Products Console
Kevin Powers, Senior Terminal & Systems Coordinator, Distribution Operations Support
Kim Cook, Mechanical Technician, GOM Tech-Craft Chemical/St. James
Tal Saunier, Operations Representative to Projects, GOM Craft Maintenance

35 Years
Please Send Story Ideas
and Photos to:
Tina.Brignac@Shell.com
Colex East

Kevin Neyman, Pipeline Controller, CC-Chemical Console
Dalton Allen, Station Attendant, GOM Sugarland
Gary McNatt, Operations Supervisor SJV, LOWER SJV-BAKERSFIELD MTC
Keith Dufrene, Station Attendant, GOM HO-HO Opers - Houma
David Barber, Operations Representative to Projects, GOM Craft Maintenance
Ted Schexnayder, Maintenance Technician, GOM Tech-Mtce-Supvr Houma

